.JPG JOINT PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERTS GROUP
A JPG file is the primary file for photographs and is mainly used in
publications such as Microsoft Word etc. and on your website or
in an email signature. High quality JPGs are sized 1MB and more,
anything less than this most likey wont be any good for printing.
JPG files can be used in printed documents however if they are
stretched or resized past their original file size, they will become
pixelated and lose their quality when enlarged. A JPEG is also
known as a raster image, like PSD files, they are good when printing
photos however, when it comes to your logo it may not print well
from a JPEG. For example: a logo designed with sharp edges and
lines may not print well because the logo designs may appear
jagged or pixelated.

.EPS files are made from Adobe Photoshop which will mean
they are not a vector file, be sure to ask your designer about
this. Adobe Illustrator is likely the program in which your logo
was originally created.
Below is a samle of an EPS and AI logo file

.PNG PORTABLE NETWORK GRAPHICS
PNGs are mainly used on web pages, and are not suitable for
print as they will pixelate if scaled past their original size. The
background is transparent, allowing you to place your logo
to sit over any background without having that white space
around it.
Below is a PNG file that has been placed on a JPG Photo image.

Photo File JPG.

Logo File JPG (White background behind the logo)
.PSD PHOTOSHOP DOCUMENT
PSDs are files that are created and saved in Adobe Photoshop.
Photoshop files contain “layers” that make adjusting the design or
editing an image much easier to handle. Photoshop also creates
raster file types as mentioned above. It is NOT recommended to
have a logo created in Photoshop as it will mean your logo is NOT
vector based. Vector based means you can resize a logo to as big
as you want without it pixelating. For example: if you try to create a
large banner or signage with a Photoshop made logo when resizing
it, it will lose quality also when using Photoshop for these type of
things it can become very unmanageable.
.PDF PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT
If a PDF logo file is created with Adobe Illustrator or similar
prgoram, it should be a vector-based file and is able to be scaled
to any size without losing quality. Be sure to check with your
designer to see if this is how it was created and ensure you will
be getting the right files. All logo PDF
files from Emepic are created from an Adobe Illustrator file and
can be scaled and it the fully workable file.
.EPS + .AI
ENCAPSULATED POSTSCRIPT FILE
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR DOCUMENT
An EPS and AI are vector file formats that can be scaled to any
size without losing quality similar to the PDF but the original format.
Most design software programs can create an EPS file, these
vector-based artwork files can be opened in any design editing
program, not just the more common Adobe products where-as
an AI file can only be opened in Adobe Illustrator. Sometimes

High Resolution vs. Low Resolution
Have you heard your designer talk about DPI or PPI? DPI stands
for “dots per inch” and PPI translates to “pixels per inch.” These
units of measure are essential for determining if the density
of pixels in an image is appropriate for the application you
are using. The biggest thing to note when determining what
DPI or PPI you require is if you are using an image for print or
web. Websites display images at 72dpi, which is low resolution;
however images at this resolution look really crisp on the web.
This is not the case for print. Best practices for printing an
image will require it to be no less than 300dpi.
.GIF Graphics Interchange Format
GIFs are most common in their animated form, which are all
the rage on facebook and in banner ads. It seems like every
other day we have a new crazy cat animated GIF. In their more
basic form, This is a common file type for web projects where
an image needs to load very quickly, as opposed to one that
needs to retain a higher level of quality.
.TIF Tagged Image File
Best for printing. A TIF is a large raster file that doesn’t lose
quality; it is usually used when saving photographs for
print. Don’t use this file on the web; it will take forever
to load.

